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Thank you for partnering with us over the last few months - your support enabled us to launch
the Creative Workforce Pledge and make the case for culture at the regional level. Like you, we
believe that Metro Mayors can, and should, be at the heart of a culture-led recovery of city
regions across the England.
Every region of UK must get their fair share of the Levelling Up Fund, Shared Prosperity Fund
and Towns Fund, and local people need to have more of say on how that funding should be
distributed. If we’re going to transform ‘Build Back Better’ and ‘Levelling Up’ rhetoric into more
than campaign slogans, we’re going to need nothing short of a New Deal for the creative and
cultural sector workforce.
The past 18 months have been some of the toughest ever experienced by the creative and
cultural sector workforce. Despite being the driving force behind some of the fastest growing
and most resilient parts of the economy, the creative workforce has faced an unacceptable
and unsustainable level of precarity.
That’s why Culture Commons worked with the Federation of Entertainment Unions and
Excluded UK to launch the ‘Creative Workforce Pledge’.
We’re pleased to bring you this update on the success of the campaign so far, achieved in
large part thanks to the e orts of our partners. The campaign has paved the way for an
ongoing programme of work with Metro Mayors which we hope will support their e orts to
protect and enhance the creative and cultural life of their city regions.
The ‘Creative Workforce Pledge’ was much more than a campaign. It was the beginning of a
crucial conversation that we sincerely hope you will continue to be part of.
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HEADLINES
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THE PLEDGE
We consulted with key stakeholders including mayoral candidates, trade unions,
Excluded UK, Combined Authorities and national and local cultural networks to
develop the Creative Workforce Pledge.
The Pledge was drafted by the team at Culture Commons with the support of Ruth
MacKenzie CBE, former adviser to several Secretaries of State at DCMS. The Pledge
covers areas such as investment, education and placemaking, as well as local
governance and workforce representation.
You can read the full Pledge here: http://creativeworkforcepledge.uk/pledge/

"Cities and regions can take advantage of the
creative potential of culture in the post-COVID
recovery.”
- OECD, 2021

"Culture should be central to recovery efforts,
not only as a priority policy area but also, more
fundamentally, to inspire a shift in
policymaking towards more people-centred
approaches.”
- UNESCO, 2021
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THE DIGITAL TOOL
We developed a bespoke digital tool to enable anyone in England to check if they were
eligible to vote in a metro mayoral race and send the Pledge to all candidates running
in their area - all at the click of a button. Over 12,000 campaigners from across the
country used our tool.
Metro mayoral candidates from all political parties made detailed responses to many
campaigners which we were very encouraged to see.

Over
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ONLINE
In just over eight weeks, a dedicated Twitter
account racked up hundreds of thousands of
unique impressions. We are grateful to our
campaign partners social media and
communications teams who supported the
online e ort for the duration of the campaign,
re-tweeting and sharing content.

Hit

100k’s

of impressions on social media

MEDIA
We secured several prominent features in sector speci ic publications such as The
Stage and Arts Pro as well as local publications and newspapers in each of the eight
metro mayoral areas. Things ramped up in the last few days of the campaign when we
secured primetime slots on the BBC, Sky Arts and Sky News. We believe these to be
the only local election related coverage in mainstream media touching on the creative
and cultural workforce ahead of polling day.
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ENDORSEMENTS
We secured endorsements and quotes of support from well-known faces, helping us
lift the campaign’s pro ile. You can see some of our supporters here: http://
creativeworkforcepledge.uk/whos-signed/
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INDUSTRY SUPPORT
We dropped in to countless meetings, workshops and conferences to let the creative
and cultural sector know about the campaign. We drew on the support of the national
What Next? network, Freelancers Make Theatre Work, the Creative Recovery Group,
#WeMakeEvents, Public Campaign for the Arts and many more.
We wanted this campaign to be about all workers – not just those with pro ile. We
therefore reached out to workers who keep the creative and cultural sectors going
each and every day and they helped us to keep the campaign alive online.
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THE HUSTINGS
Culture Commons led West Yorkshire’s irst ever culture hustings, inviting the four
main candidates to participate. Leeds-based Centre for Cultural Value worked with us
and the session was hosted by BBC presenter, writer and comedian, Nik Ahad. Thanks
to the West Yorkshire and Humber TUC CLIC for their support in the lead-up.
We also worked with the RSC and Culture Central in Birmingham on the culture
hustings for the West Midlands. With support from stakeholders on the ground,
including the TUC CLIC, we secured a question speci ically on workforce support,
eliciting this response from the sitting Metro Mayor:

“I will admit the Government of the same Party as me has not done what it
should have done over this…I am sorry that I have been as ineffective as
anybody else at getting the Government to change its position.” Andy Street,
Metro Mayor of the West Midlands

1st ever

Ran the

culture hustings for West Yorkshire
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23
candidates across all eight city regions and
all major political parties made the ‘Creative
Workforce Pledge’.
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THE METRO MAYORS
We’re delighted to announce that ive winning candidates, now Metro Mayors, made
the Pledge; they are:
Tracy Brabin, Metro Mayor for West Yorkshire
Andy Burnham, Metro Mayor for Greater Manchester
Nik Johnson, Metro Mayor for Cambridgeshire & Peterborough
Dan Norris, Metro Mayor for the West of England
Steve Rotheram, Metro Mayor for Liverpool City Region
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NEXT STEPS

Culture Commons will now be engaging with the Metro Mayors who signed the
Creative Workforce Pledge to o er our support in bringing the spirit of the Pledge to
life.
We will run a series of workshops with local stakeholders and metro mayoral teams to
consider how Combined Authorities might already benchmark for each of the Pledge
commitments, and where there may be a need for more action. We hope to audit
progress towards bench-marking against the 10-point Pledge after one year with a
view to additional audits ahead of the next round of elections.
We’ll continue to promote the Pledge and explore ways it might be deployed in other
contexts; for example the Future Generations Commissioner for Wales and the Welsh
Government are consulting with us on how the Pledge might be adapted to support a
national level ‘Freelance Charter’ task and inish group. In addition, we’ve been
approached by several local authorities who’d like to sign up to the ‘Creative
Workforce Pledge’, recognising the di iculty creative and cultural sector workers in
their areas have faced.
In the irst instance, we’ll be pushing for the Culture Forum (Pledge 3) to be set up in
each of the ive city regions, which will bring together creative and cultural leaders,
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and also the local workforce (including freelancers) and audiences to ensure a more
equitable conversation around the cultural recovery of city-regions.
The Culture Forum will be an ideal platform to start thinking about how the city
regions can support digital networks that have emerged to keep creative workers
connected (Pledge 1), strengthen the skills of creative entrepreneurs (Pledge 2),
support creative workers to access the equipment they need (Pledge 4) and build
towards a ‘Freelancers Charter’ for each city-region (Pledge 7).
In time, Culture Commons hopes to act as a Secretariat for an ‘M10’ Culture Forum for
Metro Mayors (Pledge 7) which will enable us to keep culture high up the agenda and
promote cross-party working on areas that can bene it all city regions. We will support
the network to make the case for creative and culture related spending when drawing
down central government funds, for example the Shared Prosperity, Levelling Up and
High Streets Funds (Pledge 5).
If you would like to partner with us on any of this activity, or ask any questions about
this report, please do get in touch with Trevor MacFarlane, Director of Culture
Commons: trevor@culturecommons.uk
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